
My Covid Style Journey.

During quarantine, no one knew how or when the pandemic

will end – one thing was certain though: everyone has

changed their daily life and also their fashion choices. It has

been proven that major historical events, including

pandemics, recessions, and wars change the way we dress. And

clearly, COVID-19 also had substantial effects.
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Distancing days was a great time for me to play with my look. When I was young, my hair was so
curly that combing was a cardio exercise for my mom. 90% of the people in my life told me to
straighten my hair. I started thinking of my hair as a problem. Slowly and gradually, I started

straightening them to avoid my curly hair problems. So, there was this habit of me to straighten up
my hair every time before going out because I believe I look better and feel more comfortable in
straight hair and bad in curly hair. During the pandemic, as we all were staying home and no one
was coming over, I didn’t feel like straightening. I started feeling comfortable in my natural hair.

And this pattern goes on for 6 months and I lost that habit of mine. Even now, after the lockdown
is being shifted, I sometimes don’t feel like straightening because of that time during lockdown whenI felt comfortable in my natural hair.



Beyond what I was wearing during 
quarantine, the simple act of shopping was

another thing that was rapidly ch
anging. I never did online shoppin

g in my life,

but during the lockdown with sho
ps and malls closed, I had to shop online

,

although there was no need for 
it, but all the brands seem to be doing big

sales, so I thought why not? Onl
ine shopping was booming during the

lockdown. There was a rise in spending my money on clothes online. After

the lockdown is being lifted, goin
g out and shopping has become a hard job

for me to do. I am more into online shopping now. It 
feels more convenient

for me as I’ve experienced it.



As I was working from home, attending classes online, and chatting

with friends via video rather than in person, I started "dressing from

the waist up," I thought there’s no need to dress up fully. I just had

to wake up 10 minutes before the class and to change my shirt to

appear. But post-pandemic, sweatpants are relegated to the back of

our wardrobes. They are still present, but they aren’t considered

formalwear, due to the cultural background. It isn’t acceptable in

some places to wear sweatpants unless you work from home.



There was this time when I got fed up du
ring quarantine. My approach

has always been “dress 
for the way you want t

o feel.” Clothing makes

me feel better about myself. The state of the world i
s depressing, and

the added emotional impact of social isolation 
wasn’t helping in the en

d,

so I thought to raise so
me spirits. I decided that 

great distancing is the

ideal time to take fun risks with
 my wardrobe and makeup and learn

how dressing or styling 
for yourself can be so 

much more enjoyable than

for other people.

While staying home, I played with my looks in more extreme ways. Ihave dresses, hats, bangles, lipsticks that I loved in the stores, andevery time I put them on at home I was not sure if I can “pull itoff.” I did an Experimentation. I wore a glamorous hat with myfavorite dress. Tried makeup that I wouldn't wear every day, likethat drastically dark lipstick I have always admired. Without opinionsof the people to worry about, I was able to decide for myself ifthose new style elements make me feel like me.



As many of us spent the last few months wearing sweatpants and pj's, I think

there will be a need to ‘dress up’. During the lockdown, I was anxiously waiting

for the pandemic to end, so that I could attend the ‘occasions’ of dressing up.

When we are finally able to return to social activities like parties and events

and even in-person meetings. We were all craving a return to normality...

whatever 'normal' really is.”



If there’s one item to come out of COVID-19 and

define the aesthetic around the globe, it’s the face mask.

People wear cloth facial coverings in public settings, it

has become the most ubiquitous item, next to sweats

and leggings. I think the face mask has more presence in

our fashion wardrobe, as we are going to live with

COVID-19 for a while. The mask is presently worn

globally and is turning out to be more a part of

fashion. Face mask is now an everyday item in our

fashion lexicon, will live on far beyond COVID-19.


